
STRUGGLES OF WORKING THROUGH COLLEGE

One of the things that many college graduates initially struggle with is making their student loan payments. Working
during college allows you to graduate.

If this is the case, some options include choosing online classes that allow for greater flexibility, working with
your advisors and professors to strategically schedule classes and assignments around your outside
obligations, and applying for grants, scholarships, or stipends through your school or other organizations.
While a paid internship that will count toward your credit hours is ideal, many internships are unpaid. They
have people who are dependent on them and may not be able to work, like children or elderly family members.
Today we are obviously at a much higher cost of living, yet not as obviously high of a minimum wage albeit
higher, it does not match the amount of inflation that has occurred since  College is the first real taste of
independence for a lot of people. Continue Reading. Some internships will pay and can turn into part-time or
full-time jobs while you finish up your degree. After stepping away to take care of yourself, you can return
feeling calmer or with a different perspective. Then in the early s, Congress expanded access to the student
loan program. It will also benefit you in learning to deal with people at work. We know that high levels of
stress hurt our mental health. And working full-time can shrink the chance that students will graduate at all, by
cutting into the time available for studying and attending classes. Internships are a great opportunity to
network, get experience, and learn more about your interests. You may need to find the point where this is
most effective for you. Because this mindset is proactive, and therefore productive. You may be surprised at
how much time you have available to work. School administrators recommend that students ideally work
hours per week. Are you sleeping on the job?! Working during college allows you to graduate without as
many financial obligations. I have learned so many things from working while in college that are invaluable to
me and will sick with me throughout my personal, academic, and corporate life. I know many others who feel
the same, and although we all struggle, I know we will all be better for it in the end. Finding a killer college
job will help you to earn more and give you valuable experience. Regularly showing my work and
communicating effectively any ideas or opinions. As you get better at the job and people get to know you
better, things will start falling into place. The more you earn means the less that you need to borrow to pay for
school. Many of these can be found online and have relatively simple application processes. You should check
with your college or university, as some offer stipends for students working unpaid internships. Over
communicating I will be honest. Working means learning to be a part of a team, and the people you see
everyday will hopefully become your friends, or you might even consider them to be as close as family. The
arrangement can help defray tuition and living costs, obviously. Some students find that they do better in
school when they have a job because it means they need to carefully plan out the week to make time to study.
Many students feel that taking on a part-time job will distract from their studies at school. A new environment,
with new rules and expectations is the perfect environment for growth. Instead of shifting away from basic
healthy practices, try to find strategies to use your time most effectively. When it comes down to it, making
enough money to pay your bills and buy yourself groceries ends up coming first most of the time, because


